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Abstract
The relative stabilities of the compounds in the binary Pd-Si system were assessed using first-principles
calculations and experimental methods. Calculations of lattice parameters and enthalpy of formation indicate
that Pd5Si-μPd5Si-μ, Pd9Si2-αPd9Si2-α, Pd3Si-βPd3Si-β, Pd2Si-γPd2Si-γ, and PdSi-δPdSi-δ are the stable
phases at 0 K (–273 °C). X-ray diffraction analyses (XRD) and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) of the
as-solidified and heat-treated samples support the computational findings, except that the PdSi-δPdSi-δ phase
was not observed at low temperature. Considering both experimental data and first-principles results, the
compounds Pd5Si-μPd5Si-μ, Pd9Si2-αPd9Si2-α, Pd3Si-βPd3Si-β, and Pd2Si-γPd2Si-γ are treated as stable
phases down to 0 K (−273 °C), while the PdSi-δPdSi-δ is treated as being stable over a limited range,
exhibiting a lower bound. Using these findings, a comprehensive solution-based thermodynamic model is
formulated for the Pd-Si system, permitting phase diagram calculation. The liquid phase is described using a
three-species association model and other phases are treated as solid solutions, where a random substitutional
model is adopted for Pd-fcc and Si-dia, and a two-sublattice model is employed for Pd5Si-μPd5Si-μ,
Pd9Si2-αPd9Si2-α, Pd3Si-βPd3Si-β, Pd2Si-γPd2Si-γ, and PdSi-δPdSi-δ. Model parameters are fitted using
available experimental data and first-principles data, and the resulting phase diagram is reported over the full
range of compositions.
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3 Experiments, and Solution-Based Modeling
4
5 S.H. ZHOU, Y. HUO, and RALPH E. NAPOLITANO
6
7 The relative stabilities of the compounds in the binary Pd-Si system were assessed using
8 first-principles calculations and experimental methods. Calculations of lattice parameters and
9 enthalpy of formation indicate that Pd5Si-l, Pd9Si2-a, Pd3Si-b, Pd2Si-c, and PdSi-d are the
10 stable phases at 0 K (–273 C). X-ray diffraction analyses (XRD) and electron probe
11 microanalysis (EPMA) of the as-solidified and heat-treated samples support the computational
12 findings, except that the PdSi-d phase was not observed at low temperature. Considering both
13 experimental data and first-principles results, the compounds Pd5Si-l, Pd9Si2-a, Pd3Si-b, and
14 Pd2Si-c are treated as stable phases down to 0 K (273 C), while the PdSi-d is treated as being
15 stable over a limited range, exhibiting a lower bound. Using these findings, a comprehensive
16 solution-based thermodynamic model is formulated for the Pd-Si system, permitting phase
17 diagram calculation. The liquid phase is described using a three-species association model and
18 other phases are treated as solid solutions, where a random substitutional model is adopted for
19 Pd-fcc and Si-dia, and a two-sublattice model is employed for Pd5Si-l, Pd9Si2-a, Pd3Si-b,
20 Pd2Si-c, and PdSi-d. Model parameters are fitted using available experimental data and
21 first-principles data, and the resulting phase diagram is reported over the full range of
22 compositions.
23
24 DOI: 10.1007/s11661-015-3206-8
25  The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society and ASM International 20156
27 I. INTRODUCTION
28 NON-EQUILIBRIUM effects, such as the formation
29 of metastable crystalline phases, deviation from equilib-
30 rium compositions, incorporation of crystal defects, and
31 the presence of non-crystalline ordering as observed in
32 quasicrystalline or glassy phases, can give rise to unusual
33 properties in materials. Certainly, applications of metal-
34 lic glasses have taken advantage of enhanced mechanical
35 properties associated with non-crystalline structure, and
36 the promise of many related performance benefits calls
37 for the navigation of the far-from-equilibrium energetic
38 and dynamic landscape through controlled materials
39 processing and integrated computational materials engi-
40 neering (ICME).[1] Detailed thermodynamic models are
41 needed here. As a minimum, reliable solution-based
42 descriptions of Gibbs free energy are required for all
43 phases, compositions, and defect structures that may
44 play a role in the relevant transformation kinetics and the
45 competition between crystalline and non-crystalline
46 phases in glass-forming metallic alloys.[2–4]
47 Glass formation in metals is not a rare phenomenon,
48 and many non-crystalline alloys have been reported to
49form during rapid cooling from the melt. The Pd-Si-Cu
50system is of particular interest, having been shown to
51exhibit a transition from crystalline solidification to
52non-crystalline solidification (i.e., glass formation) dur-
53ing directional growth at relatively low rates.[5] Indeed,
54the ’’bulk glass forming’’ composition of Pd77:5Cu6Si16:5
55(at. pct)[6,7] has been reported to exhibit glass formation
56in specimens up to 11 mm in diameter.[8] Many
57intermediate phases have also been observed, but their
58relative stabilities have not been quantified or effectively
59integrated into a comprehensive energetic framework
60for this alloy system, as is required for an understanding
61of far-from-equilibrium transformations and
62metastable phase competition. As a subsystem of the
63Pd-Cu-Si system, we focus presently on the Pd-Si
64binary. For this system, we use experiments and
65first-principles calculations to examine relative phase
66stabilities and then develop a general solution-based
67thermodynamic description of the system.
68The Pd-Si phase diagram was first modeled by
69Saunders[9] in 1985 and remodeled by Baxi and Massal-
70ski[10] in 1991. The most recent thermodynamic descrip-
71tion for the Pd-Si system was offered by Du et al.,[11] as
72summarized by the phase diagram shown in Figure 1,
73providing reasonable agreement with conventional ther-
74mal analysis experiments.[12] In light of recent observa-
75tions involving crystallization from amorphous
76solid,[13–18] however, we presently revisit this system to
77examine a few specific points that call for clarification.
78The first of these involves the Pd9Si2-a phase, which is
79shown in Du’s model to exist only between 1037 K and
801073 K (764 C and (800 C). However, experimental
81observations of Pd9Si2-a forming from the glass at low
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82 temperatures[13–18] suggest that the stability range for
83 this phase might extend to much lower temperatures.
84 The second involves the Pd3Si-b phase, which is shown
85 by Du’s formulation to exhibit peritectic decomposition
86 at 1337 K(1064 C) in Figure 1, even though a large
87 body of experimental evidence[10,19–23] is available to
88 indicate that this phase melts congruently and that an
89 eutectic point exists at a slightly higher Pd content. The
90 third issue relates to the Pd2Si-c phase. Using XRD
91 measurements, Nylund[24] determined that this phase
92 has an Fe2P prototype (with a corresponding PdSi2
93 phase exhibiting the same prototype). Massara and
94 Feschotte[12] further investigated the Pd2Si-c phase
95 using high temperature XRD measurements and sug-
96 gested that there are three very similar crystalline
97 structures formed within the composition ranges 33.3 to
98 34.5 at. pct Si. Accordingly, Du’s model[11] includes
99 three phases, centered around the Pd2Si-c composition.
100 However, no specific crystal structures have been
101 reported to substantiate the assertion that there are
102 three distinct phases here. Rather, inconsistencies
103 between reports of formation enthalpy (see Figure 2)
104 highlight the need to revisit the available mod-
105 els.[9–11,25–27] In the work reported here, we address
106 each of these three issues and provide other specific
107 points of reference with regard to phase stability in the
108 Pd-Si system. More generally, by incorporating both
109 first-principles calculations and experimental results
110 into our semi-empirical approach, we bring further
111 clarity to the overall thermodynamic description of this
112 system.
113 II. FIRST-PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS
114 To quantify the relative stabilities of the various
115 intermetallic compounds in the Pd-Si system, we com-
116 pute the zero-Kelvin enthalpies of formation relative to
117 the pure component reference states with a
118first-principles approach. The total energy Eh is com-
119puted for each phase using the Vienna ab initio simu-
120lation package (VASP) code[28] employing projector
121augmented wave method[29] and the high precision
122generalized gradient approximation (GGA).[30] High
123precision was used to ensure that the computed absolute
124energies were converged to a few meV. Spin polarization
125was enabled. The energy cut-off values, the Mon-
126khorstPack k-point mesh size, and the relaxation
127scheme used for each compound are listed in Table I.
128The molar enthalpy of formation for a given compound
129(PdaSib) is calculated as the difference between the molar
130energy (Eh0) of the compound and the linear combination
131of the pure element reference state molar energies (EfccPd
132and EdiaSi ), where
DHhf ¼ E
h
PdaSib
 ½ðaðEfccPdÞ þ bðE
dia
Si ÞÞ=ðaþ bÞ: ½1
134
135The calculations were performed for the Pd5Si-l,
136Pd9Si2-a, Pd3Si-b, Pd2Si-c, and PdSi-d phases, as sum-
137marized in Table I and plotted in Figure 2. Due to a lack
138of structural information, energies were not computed
139for the compounds, Pd21Si4-r, Pd14Si3; and Pd15Si4. The
140calculated values of DH
b
f and DH
c
f show good agreement
141with the measurements of Meschel and Kleppa
142(DH
b
f = 57.9kJ/mol and DH
c
f = 64.2kJ/mol).
[25] In
143addition, Figure 2 reveals that the phases Pd-fcc,
144Pd5Si-l, Pd9Si2-a, Pd3Si-b, Pd2Si-c, PdSi-d, and Si-dia
145are stable, though only marginally, at zero Kelvin. Of
146note here is the 0 K (273 C) stability of Pd5Si-l,
147Pd9Si2-a, and PdSi-d indicated by our calculations.
148Because each of these phases were reported by Du
149et al.[11] to be stable only over a small range of high
150temperatures, they deserve additional consideration
151with respect to their free energy. In the next section,
152we detail several experiments aimed at assessing the
153relative stabilities of these phases.
Fig. 1—The Pd-Si binary phase diagram, computed using the parameters by Du et al.[11]
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154 III. EXPERIMENTS
155 Test specimens of selected alloy compositions were
156 prepared from the pure elements (0.9999 Pd and 0.99999
157 Si, by weight) by arc melting and direct-chill freezing on
158 a copper hearth in an argon atmosphere.[31] Each alloy
159 specimen (~15 grams) was arc melted 5 additional times
160 under argon to ensure homogeneity. The as-cast and
161 heat-treated (long-duration) specimens were analyzed
162 using SEM, EPMA/WDS, XRD, and differential scan-
163 ning calorimetry (DSC). The results, summarized in
164Tables II and III, show that, in addition to the two
165terminal solid solutions, four intermetallic phases
166exhibit ranges of stability as shown in Figures 3, 4, 5,
1676, 7, 8, 9, and 10. These results are further summarized
168in Figure 1, where the test alloy compositions and phase
169compositions are superimposed on the phase diagram
170proposed by Du et al.[11] Observations and interpreta-
171tions are discussed below.
172Considering first the stability range for the Pd5Si-l
173phase, we examine test specimens with compositions on
174either side of the expected range, equilibrated at selected
Table I. Summary of Results from First-Principles Calculations
Phase-h Prototype Space Group (No.) ENCUT (eV) K-Points ISIF* DH ðkJ=molÞ
Pd-dia C Fd-3mO2(227) 313.7 8 8 8 7 109.6
Pd5Pd-l Pd5Si P1211(4) 313.7 10 12 14 7 48.7
Pd5Si-l 313.7 3 40.5
Si5Pd-l 313.7 7 43.2
Si5Si-l 306.7 7 66.4
Pd9Pd2-a Pd9Si2 Pnma(62) 313.7 8 10 6 7 24.5
Pd9Si2-a 313.7 3 42.7
Si9Pd2-a 313.7 7 36.6
Si9Si2-a 306.8 7 62.4
Pd3Pd-b F33C Pnma(62) 313.7 9 7 11 7 44.5
Pd3Si-b 313.7 3 57.4 (57.9
[25])
Si3Pd-b 313.7 7 10.6
Si3Si-b 306.8 7 1.88
Pd2Pd-c Fe2P P-62m(189) 313.7 8 8 14 7 186.7
Pd2Si-c 313.7 3 65.1 (64.2
[25])
Si2Pd-c 313.7 7 169.4
Si2Si-c 306.8 7 148.1
PdPd-d MnP Pnma(62) 313.7 12 14 10 7 34.7
PdSi-d 313.7 3 50.18
SiPd-d 313.7 7 43.17
SiSi-d 306.8 7 66.39
Phase-h
First-principles Experiment
Lattice a b c in _A Lattice a b c in _A
Pd-dia 5.8129 5.8129 5.8129 — — —
Pd5Pd-l 8.8909 8.0184 5.3397 — — —
Pd5Si-l 8.5757 7.7342 5.1504 8.465
[21] 7.485 5.555
Si5Pd-l 8.8541 7.9852 5.3176 — — —
Si5Si-l 8.7127 7.8577 5.2326 — — —
Pd9Pd2-a 9.4354 7.7461 9.7951 — — —
Pd9Si2-a 9.1841 7.5398 9.5342 9.0548
[21] 7.4188 9.414
Si9Pd2-a 9.3946 7.7126 9.7527 — — —
Si9Si2-a 9.2708 7.6111 9.6242 — — —
Pd9Pd-b 6.0920 8.0253 5.5874 — — —
Pd3Si-b 5.85176 7.6356 5.3544 5.735
[41] 7.555 5.26
Si3Pd-b 5.9783 7.8755 5.4831 — — —
Si3Si-b 5.8130 7.6577 5.3315 — — —
Pd2Pd-c 8.3439 8.3439 4.4097 — — —
Pd2Si-c 6.5707 6.5707 3.5523 6.497
[24] 6.497 3.432
Si2Pd-c 8.6314 8.6314 4.5617 — — —
Si2Si-c 7.9587 7.9587 4.2061 — — —
PdPd-d 5.9225 3.609 6.4927 — — —
PdSi-d 5.6173 3.386 6.1494 5.6173[42] 3.3909 6.1534
SiPd-d 5.3175 7.9852 8.8540 — — —
SiSi-d 5.2326 7.8577 8.7127 — — —
*3: fully relaxed; 7: cell volume relaxed only.
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175 temperatures from 988 K to 1093 K (715 C to 820 C).
176 As listed in Table II, specimens of 14 at. pct Si (H1, H2)
177 yield a fcc/Pd5Si-l two-phase equilibrium (see Figure 3)
178 with Pd5Si-l compositions of 15.9 to 16.0 at. pct Si. The
179 Pd5Si-l was observed in the arc melting 16.0 and 16.7 at.
180pct Si alloys (M1, M2) (see Figure 4). Specimens of
181higher Si content in the range of 16.7 to 17.7 at. pct Si
182(H3-H5) yield a Pd5SiSi-l/Pd9Si2-a two-phase equilib-
183rium (see Figures 5, 6), with Pd5Si-l phase compositions
184of 16.0 to 16.3 at. pct Si. These results indicate a narrow
Figure 2—Enthalpy of formation at 298 K (25 C) calculated using the parameters in Tables V and VI in which Pd5Si-l is described with (a)
ðPd; SiÞ0:833ðPd;SiÞ0:167 and (b) ðPd; SiÞ0:84 ðPd;SiÞ0:16, respectively.
Table II. EPMA Measured Phase Compositions (See Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10)
Comp. at. pct S ID Figures Treatment K (C)-h
Pd-fcc Pd5Si Pd9Si2 Pd3Si Pd2Si Si-dia
At. Percent Si/-
14 H1 3 988 (715)-93 0.7/0.01 15.9/0.42
H2 3 1091 (818)-168 1.5/0.08 16.0 /0.10
16 M1 4(a) as solidified not measured 16.4/0.49
16.7 M2 4(c) as solidified 16.0/0.06 18.2/0.05
H3 5 1091 (818)-168 16.0/0.10 18.3 /0.11
17 H4 6 1006 (733)-162 16.3/0.13 18.5/0.11
17.7 M3 — as solidified 16.7/0 18.9/0.19
H5 6 1080 (807)-148 16.2/0.00 18.4/0.00
H6 7 1093 (820)-168 16.3/0.09 25.3/0.10
20 H7 9 913 (640)-210 18.2/0.05 24.8/0.09
H8 9(b) 1023 (750)-593 18.5/0.23 25.3/0.27
H9 9(b) 1038 (765)-192 18.6/0.11 25.4/0.11
H10 9(a) 1080 (807)-148 18.5/0.14 25.2/0.09
H11 8 1090 (817)-168 16.2/0 18.5/0.08 25.2/0.15
64 H12 10 934 (661)-212 32.5/0.65 99.9/0
31 H13 10 1093 (820)-168 25.06/0.10 33.3/0.12
Standard deviation - ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx1xÞ
2þðx2xÞ
2þ:::þðxnxÞ
2
n
q
, x ¼ ðx1þx2þþxnÞ
n
.
Table III. Reaction Onset Temperatures, Measured with DSC on Heating at 40.0 K/min
Overall (At. Percent Si) Label Liquidus (K (C)) Reaction T (K (C))
14 D1 — 1088 (815)
16.7 D2 — 1091 (818)
17.7 D3 1096 (823) 1091 (818)
20 D4 1223 (950) 1092 (819)
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Fig. 3—EPMA image showing observed microstructure for the Pd-14 at. pct Si alloy treated at (a) 988 K (715 C) for 93 h (H1) and (b) 1091 K
(818 C) for 168 h (H2), A: fcc B: Pd5Si-l and (c) the associated XRD data.
Fig. 4—(a) EPMA image showing observed microstructure and (b) the XRD data for the as-cast Pd-16 at. pct Si alloy (M1) and (c) EPMA im-
age showing observed microstructure (A: Pd5Si-l and B: Pd9Si2-a ) and (d) the XRD data for the Pd-16.7 at. pct Si alloy (M2).
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185 but finite range of solubility for the Pd5Si-l phase.
186 Based on a relatively small set of data, we note that this
187 entire range is well below the expected value of 16.7 at.
188 pct, indicated by the stoichiometry of the Pd5Si-l phase.
189 Noting that the composition range observed here is
190 consistent with the previously reported Pd21Si4-r
191 phase[12] for which no structure was determined, we
192 assert here that all of these observations are associated
193 with the same Pd5Si-l phase, with stability extending
194 down to 0 K (273 C), where a composition of 0.167 is
195 expected. These observations, which we employ in our
196 model, differ substantially from prior reports,[12,23]
197 stating that the Pd5Si-l decomposes through eutectoid
198 reaction either to Pd-fcc plus Pd3Si-b at 1001 K
199 (728 C)[23] or to Pd21Si4-r plus Pd9Si2-a at 1081 K
200 (808 C).[12] We note further that the prior report[23] was
201 based on differential thermal analysis employing
202 dynamic heating while our experiments employ long-du-
203 ration isothermal heat treatments, more likely to
204 approach the equilibrium state.
205 In a similar manner, the stability of the Pd9Si2-a phase
206 was examined using specimen compositions that bracket
207 the stoichiometric value of 18.2 at. pct Si, as listed in
208 Table II. This phase was observed in the solidification
209 structures arising from arc-melting specimens for com-
210 positions of 16.7 and 17.7 at. pct Si (M2, M3). The
211 long-duration heat treatment experiments (H3 to H11 in
212 Table II) show the Pd9Si2-a phase with an average
213 composition of 18.42 (±0.11) and an upper temperature
214 limit of approximately 1091 K (818 C). Heat treat-
215 ments H7 and H8 show that this phase persists as a
216 stable phase down to 913 K (640 C). Coupled with
217 first-principles calculations which shown that Pd9Si2-a is
218 stable to 0 K (273 C), we take this phase as
219 stable from 0 K to 1091 K (273 C to 818 C). This
220 is consistent with reported observations of Pd9Si2-a
221 crystallization at low temperature from non-crystalline
222 material produced by melt spinning.[13–18]
223 In reports,[11,12] the Pd14Si3 phase was deemed to be
224 stable from 0 K (273 C) up to a pertectoid reaction at
2251068 K (795 C) (Pd21Si4-rþ Pd9Si2-a ! Pd14Si3). Our
226results, however, clearly show Pd5Si-l/Pd9Si2-a equilib-
227rium (with no Pd14Si3) for an overall composition of 17
228at. pct Pd at 1006 K (733 C) (H4 in Table II). The
229corresponding two-phase microstructure and X-ray data
230are shown in Figure 6. In addition, DSC results (D2 and
231D3 in Table III) for compositions of 16.7 and 17.7 at.
232pct Si show no indication of any reaction until high
233temperature decomposition reactions involving the
234Pd5Si-l, Pd9Si2-a, Pd3Si-b, and liquid phases. Given
235that there is no proposed structure for the Pd14Si3 phase,
236no first-principles calculations were performed. With no
237compelling evidence to suggest that this phase is
238stable under any conditions, we do not consider it
239further in this work, noting that absence as a
240stable phase certainly does not preclude its observation
241as a metastable phase in practice.
242The Pd15Si4 phase was reported to be stable between
2431026 K and 1065 K (753 C and 792 C).[11,12] To
244confirm the stability of the Pd15Si4 phase, the Pd-20.0
245at. pct Si alloy was treated at 1038 K (765 C) for 148
246hours (H9) revealing the two phases Pd9Si2-r and
247Pd3Si-b microstructure as shown in Figure 9 and in
248Table II. We conclude that the Pd15Si4 phase reported
249by Massara and Feschotte[12] is not stable and is not
250considered further in this work.
251As mentioned in Section II, the first-principles results
252in Figure 2 show that the PdSi-d phase is a stable phase
253at low temperature while the experimental investiga-
254tions[12,20,22] conclude that the PdSi-d phase is not
255stable at low temperature. The experimental data of
256Majni et al.[20] indicate decomposition of the PdSi-d
257phase at 873 K (600 C), while those reported by Langer
258and Wachetel[22] and Massara and Feschotte[12] indicate
259decomposition at 1097 K and 1161 K (824 C and
260888 C), respectively. To clarify the stability of the
261PdSi-d phase, the Pd-64 at. pct Si test alloy was treated
262at 934 K (661 C) for 212 hours (H12 in Table II).
263Figure 10(a) shows the microstructure with the compo-
264sitions of the phases listed in Table II. The XRD data in
Fig. 5—(a) EPMA image showing observed microstructure (A: Pd5Si-l and B: Pd9Si2-a ) and (b) XRD data for the Pd-16.7 at. pct Si alloy heat
treated at 1091 K (818 C) for 168 h (H3).
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Fig. 6—(a) EPMA images showing observed microstructures and (b) the XRD data for the Pd-17 at. pct Si alloy treated at 1006 K (733 C) for
162 h (H4) and (c) EPMA images showing observed microstructures and (d) the XRD data for the Pd-17.7 at. pct Si alloy treated at 1080 K
(807 C) for 148 h (H5). (A: Pd5Si-l and B: Pd9Si2-a).
Fig. 7—(a) EPMA image showing observed microstructure (A: Pd5SiSi-l and B: Pd3Si-b and (b) the XRD data for the Pd-17.7 at. pct Si alloy
treated at 1093 K (820 C) for 168 h (H6).
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265 Figure 10(b) indicates that the phases are Pd2Si-c with
266 Fe2P prototype and Si-dia, respectively, where Si-dia is a
267 primary phase. Therefore, we conclude that the PdSi-d
268 phase is not stable below 934 K (661 C). We use the
269 experimental report of Langer and Wachetel[22] and
270 adopt 1097 K (824 C) as the lower bound decomposi-
271 tion temperature for PdSi-d.
272 According to Nylund,[24] Pd2Si-c exhibits the Fe2P
273 prototype structure. Our results in Figure 10(b) indicate
274 that Pd2Si-c with the Fe2P prototype is in equilibrium
275 with Si-dia. To further confirm the Pd2Si-c phase, a
276 Pd-31 at. pct Si test alloy was treated at 1093 K (820 C)
277 for 168 hours (H13 in Table II), as shown in Figure 10(c)
278 and (d), indicating that the microstructure consists of
279Pd2Si-c and Pd3Si-b phases. We conclude that Pd2Si-c is
280the only phase near the composition xSi=0.333 rather
281than three phases as shown in Figure 1.[11]
282Based on experimental analyses and first-principles
283calculations discussed above, along with a review of
284prior reports for phase stability in this system, we treat
285the Pd5Si-l, Pd9Si2-a, Pd3Si-b, Pd2Si-c , and PdSi-d as
286stable over some temperature range and focus only on
287these phases in our modeling effort. With no evidence in
288our current study to suggest that the previously reported
289phases of Pd14Si3, Pd15Si4, and Pd21Si4-r exhibit any
290range of stability and no reported structural information
291for any of these phases, we do not consider these phases
292further in the current treatment.
Fig. 8—(a) EPMA image showing observed microstructure (A: Pd9Si2  a, B: Pd9Si2  a and C: Pd3Si b ) and (b) the XRD data for the Pd-20
at. pct Si alloy treated at 1090 K (817 C) for 168 h (H11).
Fig. 9—EPMA image showing observed microstructure for the the Pd-20 at.pct Si alloy treated at (a) 913 K (640 C) for 210 h (H7) and (b)
1080 K (807 C) for 148 h (H10) (A: Pd9Si2  a B: Pd3Si b) and (c) the XRD data for the Pd-20 at. pct Si alloy treated at different tempera-
ture (H7-9).
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293 IV. ENERGETICS AND RESULT ANALYSIS
294 The binary Pd-Si binary phase diagram is described
295 here using a standard semi-empirical solution-based
296 modeling approach, incorporating experimental data
297 and first-principles calculations for parameter evalua-
298 tion. A total of 8 distinct phases are included in the
299 current description, as listed in Table IV, where the
300 liquid phase is described with the association model, and
301 the fcc and Si-dia phases are modeled as binary regular
302 solutions, and the five intermediate phases (Pd5Si-l,
303 Pd9Si2-a, Pd3Si-b, Pd2Si-c, and PdSi-d) are treated with
304 a two-sublattice model. For any phase, /, the total
305 Gibbs free energy is given generally by the sum of three
306 contributions:
G/m ¼
refG/m þ
idG/m þ
xsG/m; ½2
308 where the subscript, m, indicates that all terms are
309 molar quantities. The first term in Eq. [2] is the
310sum of occupancy-weighted sublattice end-member
311contributions, while the second and third terms are the
312ideal and excess parts of the Gibbs free energy of
313mixing, respectively. The comprehensive thermody-
314namic model is detailed in Table IV while the param-
315eters for end-member properties from Reference 32 and
316mixing properties are given in Tables V and VI,
317respectively. Parameter evaluation is based on experi-
318mental data and first-principles results, as described
319briefly below.
320321The parameter evaluation process was begun by
322considering the liquid phase. Based on reported chem-
323ical short-range ordering (CSRO) centered around the
324Pd2Si composition,
[33] we choose to formulate the
325solution free energy using three chemical associate
326species, including Pd, Si, and Pd2Si. Additionally, the
327high melting temperature of the Pd2Si phase demon-
328strates its high relative stability, and this composition is
329consistent with a minimum in the measured enthalpy of
Fig. 10—(a) SEM image showing observed microstructure and (b) the XRD data for the Pd-64 at. pct Si alloy treated at 934 K (661 C) for 212
h (H12) (A: Pd2Si-c B: Si) . (c) EPMA image showing observed microstructure and (d) the XRD data for the Pd-31 at. pct Si alloy treated at
1093 K (820 C) for 168 h (H13) (A: Pd3Si-b B: Pd2Si-c).
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330 mixing, as shown in Figure 11. With these experimental
331 data,[33–37] the model parameters for liquid in Table IV
332 were evaluated, as listed in Table VI. The correspond-
333 ing model values for mixing properties (enthalpy and
334 Gibbs free energy) are shown in Figures 11(a) and (b)
335 and compared with experimental reports of mixing
336 enthalpy at 1400 K, 1600 K, 1723 K, and 1820 K
337 (1127 C, 1327 C, 1450 C, and 1547 C).* The equi-
338 librium associate fractions varying with composition (at
339 1700 K (1427 C)) and over a range of temperature
340 (with xSi = 0.33) are shown in Figures 11(c) and (d),
341 respectively, where the equilibrium fraction of Pd2Si
342 increases with decreasing temperature.
343 The Pd-fcc and Si-dia phases are treated as simple
344 binary substitutional solutions. The parameters for the
345 fcc phase were evaluated using reported experimental
346 data,[19–22,40] as listed in Table VI. The end-member
347 0GdiaPd listed in Table VI is described as
0GfccPdþ
348ðEdiaPd  E
fcc
PdÞ, where the E
/ values are computed from
349first-principles, as listed in Table I.
350Each intermetallic phase (Pd5Si-l, Pd9Si2-a, Pd3Si-b,
351Pd2Si-c, and PdSi-d) is described as a two-sublattice
352solid solution with the form ðPd; SiÞpðPd; SiÞq, such that
353there are four solution end members, with a free energy
354given by
0G
/
i:j. For each of these end-member energies,
355the associated Gibbs free energy of formation, DG
/
i:j
356(i,j = Pd,Si), for each relevant sublattice end-members
357(PdpPdq, PdpSiq, SipPdq, and SipSiq) is described as
358a
/
i:j þ b
/
i:jTþ c
/
i:jT lnT. These phases are discussed below
359individually and the parameters are tabulated in
360Table VI.
361For the Pd2Si-c phase, the four parameters, a
c
i:j
362(i,j = Pd,Si) in Table VI, are determined with the
363first-principles results in Table I. With the experimental
364melting temperature in Figure 12(a), the parameter b
c
Pd:Si
365is determined in Table VI, while the remainder param-
366eters (b
c
Pd:Pd, b
c
Si:Pd, b
c
Si:Si and c
c
i:j) for the end member of
367the c phase were assumed to be zero. The interaction
368parameter
0L
c
Pd;Si:Si was considered to describe the
369homogeneous range of the c phase and evaluated with
370experimental data.[12,22]
371Similar to the c phase, the parameters a
b
i:j (i,i = Pd,Si)
372for the Pd3Si-b phase are determined with the first-prin-
373ciples data in Table I. If we just employ the parameter
374b
b
Pd:Si which is determined with melting tempera-
375ture
[10,12,19,20,22,23] and set the parameter c
b
Pd:Si to be
Table IV. Summary of the Thermodynamic Models Used for the Pd-Si Binary System
Phase Prototype Model (Formulation) Model
Liquid refGliqm ¼
1
1þ2yPd2Si
P
i¼Pd;Pd2Si;Si
yi
0G
liq
i
0G
liq
Pd2Si
¼ ð20GliqPd þ
0G
liq
Si þ DG
0
Pd2Si
Þ
association model idGliqm ¼
RT
1þ2yPd2Si
P
i yi ln yi
ðPd;Pd2Si; SiÞ
xsGliqm ¼
1
1þ2yPd2Si
P
i
P
j>i yiyj
0L
liq
i;j
ði; j ¼ Pd;Pd2Si; SiÞ
yi is mole fraction of species i
Pd-fcc Cu solution model refGUm ¼
P
i¼Pd;Si xi
0GUi
Si-dia C idGUm ¼ RT
P
i¼Pd;Si xilnxi
xsGUm ¼ xPdxSi
P
k¼0
jLUPd;SiðxPd  xSiÞ
k
Two-sublattice model ðPd; SiÞpðPd; SiÞq
Pd9Si2-a Pd9Si2 ðPd; SiÞ:818ðPd; SiÞ:182
refGUm ¼
P
i¼Pd;Si y
I
i
P
i¼Pd;Si y
II
i
0GUi:j
Pd3Si-b Fe3C ðPd; SiÞ0:75ðPd; SiÞ0:25
0GUi:j ¼ DG
U
i:j þ p
0Grefi þ q
0Grefj
Pd2Si-c Fe2P ðPd; SiÞ0:667ðPd; SiÞ0:333
idGUm ¼ RT
P
i¼Pd;Si ðpy
I
i ln y
I
i þ qy
II
i ln y
II
i Þ
PdSi-d MnP ðPd; SiÞ0:5ðPd; SiÞ0:5
xsGUm ¼ y
I
Pdy
I
Si
P
i¼Pd;Si y
II
i
P
k¼0
jLUPd;Si:iðy
I
Pd  y
I
SiÞ
k
Pd5Si-lI Pd5P ðPd; SiÞ0:833ðPd; SiÞ0:167 þy
II
Pdy
II
Si
P
i¼Pd;Si y
I
i
P
k¼0
jLUi:Pd;Siðy
II
Pd  y
II
SiÞ
k
Pd5Si-lII
0GrefPd ¼
0GfccPd ;
0GrefSi ¼
0GdiaSi
Pd5Si-lIII ðPd; SiÞ0:84ðPd; SiÞ0:16
*Enthalpy of mixing results in Ref. [38,39] mentioned in Ref. [11]
were not implemented in the present analysis. The calorimeter mea-
surements reported in Ref. [38] are for the Cu-In system rather than
the Pd-Si system. In Ref. [39], the enthalpy of mixing for Pd-Si liquid
was calculated from the partial enthalpies of Pd and Si using the
Gibbs-Duhem relation rather than direct measurement. As authors
mentioned in the report,[39] the calculated partial enthalpy of Si does
not quite agree with the experimental ones. Therefore, instead of re-
sults in Ref. [39], we plotted the experimental data[35,37]measured more
recently (by the same group as Ref. [39] in Figure 11(a).)
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376 zero, the calculated liquidus deviates from the experi-
377 mental data.
[10,12,19,20,22,23] The parameter c
b
Pd:Si thus has
378 to be considered and is evaluated in Table VI. The
379 remainder parameters were assumed to be zero.
380 As description in Section II, the first-principles result
381 indicates that the Pd5Si-l phase with the composition
382 16.7 at. pct Si is stable at zero kelvin, while the
383 experimental data in Section III show that the compo-
384 sition of the Pd5Si-l phase is between 16 and 16.3 at. pct
385 Si at high temperature. First-principles calculation were
386 not performed for the Pd5Si-l phase with the compo-
387 sition at 16 at. pct Si due to unclear atomic configura-
388 tion. For prospective application, the Pd5Si-l phase
389 thus is described with the two formulations,
390 ðPd; SiÞ0:833ðPd;SiÞ0:167 and ðPd; SiÞ0:84ðPd; SiÞ0:16,
391 respectively. Three parameter sets were evaluated for
392 the Pd5Si-l phase for the formulations (1)
393 ðPd; SiÞ0:833ðPd;SiÞ0:167 marked as lI in which the
394 interaction parameter is not considered; (2)
395 ðPd; SiÞ0:833ðPd;SiÞ0:167 marked as lII with considering
396 interaction parameters; and (3) ðPd; SiÞ0:84 ðPd; SiÞ0:16
397 marked as lIII with considering interaction parameters.
398 The parameters a
lk
i:j (k=I, II, and III) of the end
399 members except a
lIII
Pd:Si are estimated with the first-prin-
400 ciples data in Table I. a
lIII
Pd:Si was assumed to be equal to
401the value at xSi ¼ 0:16 on the linear combination
402between DH
fcc(=0) and DH
l
fðPd5SiÞ
from the data in
403Table I as the dash-line in Figure 2. The parameter b
l
Pd:Si
404is determined with the melting temperature in Tables II
405and III. As shown in Figure 12(b), the calculated phase
406diagram shows eutectoid and following peritectoid
407reactions for the Pd5Si-l phase. According to the
408conclusion in Section III, Pd5Si-l is stable all way to
409zero temperature. The parameter c
l
Pd:Si thus has to be
410employed. The interaction parameters
iL
lII
Pd:Pd;Si and
411
iL
lIII
Pd;Si:Si of the Pd5Si-l phase were determined with the
412composition data in Table II. The evaluated parameters
413are listed Table VI. The three parameter sets for the
414Pd9Si2-a phase correspond to each of three parameter
415sets for the Pd5Si-l phase (I, II, III) and are evaluated
416with the data in Table I and Section III. Figures 12(cI)
417through (cIII) are the calculated phase diagrams using
418the three parameter sets for the Pd5Si-l and Pd9Si2-a
419phases in Tables V and VI, respectively.
420The PdSi-d phase is a high temperature stable phase,
421and its parameters adPd:Si and b
d
Pd:Si were evaluated with
422the melting temperature and decomposition reaction
423PdSi-d!Pd2Si-cþ Si at 1097 K (824 C). The parame-
424ters a
d
i:j (i : j ¼ Pd : Pd, Si : Pd and Si : Si) are
Table V. Coefficients for the Standard Gibbs Free Energies of Pure Pd and Si Elements in the Relevant Phases
0G
liq
Pd
0GfccPd
TminKð

CÞ 298 (25) 600 (327) 1828 (1555) 298 (25) 900 (627) 1828 (1555)
TmaxKð

CÞ 600 (327) 1828 (1555) 4000 (3727) 900 (627) 1828 (1555) 4000 (3727)
0Grefi — — — — — —
a0 1303.037 23,392.81 12,375.903 10,204.027 917.062 67,256.956
a1 170.965792 116.745522 251.420646 176.076315 49.659893 370.497818
a2 32.211 10.8666189 41.17 32.211 13.5708 54.2560279
a3  10
2 0.7120975 2.7246584 — 0.7120975 0.717522 0.021017
a4  10
6 1:919875 2.428271 — 1:919875 0.191115 0:063199
a5  10
21 — — — — — —
a6 168,687 1,852,450 — 168,687 1,112,465 18,715,959
a7  10
30 — — — — — —
0GbccPd
0G
hcp
Pd
0GdiaSi
0G
liq
Si
TminKð

C) 298 (25) 298 (25) 298 (25) 1687 (1414) 298 (25) 1687 (1414)
TmaxKð

C) 4000 (3727) 4000 (3727) 1687 (1414) 3600 (3327) 1687 (1414) 3600 (3327)
0Grefi
0GfccPd
0GfccPd — — —
a0 10500 2000 8162.609 9457.642 50,696.36 49,828.165
a1 1.8 0.1 137.227259 167.271767 30.099439 29.559068
a2 — — 22.8317533 27.196 — —
a3  10
2 — — 0.1912904 — — —
a4  10
6 — — — — — —
a5  10
21 — — — — 2.0931 —
a6 — — 176,667 — — —
a7  10
30 — — — — — 4.2037
0GfccSi
TminKð

CÞ 298 (25)
TmaxKð

CÞ 3600 (3327)
0GhSi 5100  21.8T+
0GdiaSi
Each Gibbs free energy is described as 0Ghi ¼
0Grefi þ a0 þ a1Tþ a2TlnTþ a3T
2 þ a4T
3 þ a5T
7 þ a6T
1 þ a7T
9.[32]
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Table VI. Thermodynamic Model Parameters (in SI Unit)
Phase Parameter Value(J/mol)
Liquid 0L
liq
Pd;Si 105,332
0L
liq
Pd;Pd2Si
63,365
0L
liq
Pd2Si;Si
41,233
DG0Pd2Si 258,603+77.632T
fcc 0LfccPd;Si 267,130+84.465T
1LfccPd;Si 6500
dia 0GdiaPd 109,648.6+
0GfccPd
Pd9Si2-a DG
a
Pd:Pd 34,454.45
DGaPd:Si to lI 42,757.3+1.16864Tln(T)  1.3993T
DGaPd:Si to lII 42,757.3+1.2991Tln(T)  2.3023T
DGaPd:Si to lIII 42,757.3+3.6842Tln(T)  18.9845T
DGaSi:Pd 36,649.54
DGaSi:Si 62,418.91
Pd3Si-b DG
b
Pd:Pd 30,162.83
DG
b
Pd:Si 57,900  15.23186T+3.47175Tln(T)
DG
b
Si:Pd 10,600
DG
b
Si:Si 1880
Pd2Si-c DG
c
Pd:Pd 186,725.7
DG
c
Pd:Si 65,242.5+10.318T
DG
c
Si:Pd 169,447.37
DG
c
Si:Si 148,096.3
0L
c
Pd;Si:Si 131,909.17
PdSi-d DGdPd:Pd 35,931.5
DGdPd:Si 35,329.5  4.777T
DGdSi:Pd 43,170
DGdSi:Si 45,978.5
0LdPd;Si:Si 24,978.5
Pd5Si-lI DG
l
Pd:Pd 48,686.6
DG
l
Pd:Si 39,441+0.69Tln(T)+1.430644342T
DG
l
Si:Pd 43,174.59
DGdSi:Si 66,394.6
Pd5Si-lII DG
l
Pd:Pd 48,686.6
DG
l
Pd:Si 39,441+0.865Tln(T)+0.31036T
DG
l
Si:Pd 43,174.59
DG
l
Si:Si 66,394.6
0L
l
Pd:Pd;Si 33,546
1L
l
Pd:Pd;Si 14,546
Pd5Si-lIII DG
l
Pd:Pd 48,686.6
DG
l
Pd:Si 38,000+2.66Tln(T)  12.409T
DG
l
Si:Pd 43,174.59
DG
l
Si:Si 66,394.6
0L
l
Pd;Si:Si 73,546
1L
l
Pd;Si:Si 140,546
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425 determined with the first-principles data in Table I,
426 while the parameters b
d
i:j and c
d
i:j are assumed to be zero.
427 The interaction parameter
0LdPd:Pd;Si was evaluated with
428 experimental data,[12] i.e., liquid!PdSi-dþ Si.
429 The reliability of this evaluation arises from the use of
430 both first-principles calculations and experiments to
431 clarify the relative stability of the intermetallic phases.
432 Our findings show several significant differences in
433 comparison with previous report.[9,11] Notably, (i) the
434 calculated enthalpies of formation (solid line) for the
435 compounds shown in Figure 12 and the experimental
436 data in Table II indicate that Pd5Si-l, Pd9Si2-a, Pd3Si-b,
437 and Pd2Si-c are stable all the way to zero Kelvin, while
438 PdSi-d decomposes into other phases at low tempera-
439 ture. The Pd21Si4-r, Pd14Si3, and Pd15Si4, being not
440 observed in our experimental measurements, are not
441 considered as stable phases in thermodynamic modeling.
442(ii) The fcc phase boundary shows good agreement with
443experimental data (Figure 12(a)). (iii) Pd3Si-b is
444described as congruent melting compound. (iv) The
445compounds Pd2Si, Pd2Si I and Pd2Si II shown in
446Figure 1[11] are described as one phase, i.e., Pd2Si-c with
447homogeneous composition range. The calculated ther-
448modynamic properties and phase diagram from the
449model are shown in Figures 2, 11, and 12, where we can
450see that the experimental data and first-principles data
451are well represented.
452V. SUMMARY
453The stabilities of the compounds in Pd-Si system were
454investigated by employing first-principles calculations
455and experimental measurements. The results indicate
Fig. 11—(a) The enthalpy of mixing; (b) Gibbs free energy of mixing (at 1723 K (1450 C)); (c) the calculated associate species fraction vs com-
position (at 1723 K (1450 C)) and (d) temperature dependence (at xSi = 0.33) of the associate species fraction of the liquid phase as computed
using the present model in Tables V and VI.
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Fig. 12—Pd-Si phase diagram computed with the present model (as listed in Tables V, VI): (a) plotted for comparison with experimental data;
(b) optimized for c
l
Pd:Si=0, as listed in the figure; (c) showing three results corresponding to three parameter sets for l (I, II, III); and (d) the
equilibrium phase diagram (same as (a)) without the experimental data.
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456 that the Pd5Si-l, Pd9Si2-a, Pd3Si-b, and Pd2Si-c are
457 stable all way to zero temperature, while PdSi-d is a high
458 temperature stable phase. The Pd21Si4-r, Pd14Si3, and
459 Pd15Si4 phases were not observed in our experiments
460 and are not considered as stable phases. Due to
461 component Si dissolved in Pd-fcc and Pd in Si-dia, the
462 lattice parameters of the Pd-fcc phase in the heat-treated
463 Pd-14 at. pct Si alloy and the Si-dia phase in the
464 heat-treated Pd-64 at. pct Si alloy deviate from those of
465 pure elements. In the thermodynamic treatment, the
466 model parameters are fitted using available experimental
467 data and first-principles data, and the resulting phase
468 diagram is reported over the full range of compositions
469 in the Pd-Si binary system.
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